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A Note from the Editors 
Welcome to the latest edition of the JAMS DE&I Pulse—the first of 2023. We are pleased to share the latest updates on diversity, equity 
and inclusion (DE&I) initiatives at JAMS. In this issue, we’re recognizing and celebrating Black History Month and, as always, we’ll highlight 
our latest blogs, articles and videos. 

We welcome you to stay updated on diversity at JAMS by visiting the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion section of the JAMS website. 

CONTINUED ON THE BACK

National Black History Month 
Every February, the U.S. honors the contributions of African 
Americans who have helped shape the nation. JAMS is 
proud to celebrate and acknowledge Black History Month 
by highlighting several of our neutrals during this important 
month. You can learn more about their backgrounds, 
achievements and passion for ADR by visiting our Diversity in 
ADR showcase LinkedIn page.

JAMS Philanthropy and the Legacy 
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.  
As we welcomed 2023, we also paid tribute to Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. with a blog post from JAMS CEO Chris Poole. 
In his post, Chris highlights how JAMS honors Dr. King’s 
legacy of service. 

Commitment to Advancing DE&I  
JAMS recently announced our 2022–2023 Diversity 
Fellowship cohort for the JAMS Diversity Fellowship 
Program. The program was launched in 2021 to provide 
training, mentorship, sponsorship, shadowing and 
networking opportunities to up-and-coming diverse ADR 
professionals. The fellowship program currently includes 
seven ADR professionals across four markets: New York, 
Chicago, St. Louis and Los Angeles. Read more about this 
program here. 

“The best advice I ever got is that if you don’t 
have a plan, you’re part of somebody’s else 

plan. As a Black woman, if I am part of somebody 
else’s plan, I’m probably not going to be doing 
the things that I would choose on my own.”

Kim M. Keenan, Esq. 

Should you have any questions about our diverse 
neutrals, please feel free to contact our diversity team at  
diversity@jamsadr.com.

https://www.jamsadr.com/diversity/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/diversity-in-adr/posts/?feedView=all
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/diversity-in-adr/posts/?feedView=all
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2023/dr-martin-luther-king-jr-day?utm_content=234565552&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-78381853
https://www.jamsadr.com/news/2022/jams-diversity-fellowship-program-welcomes-second-cohort
mailto:diversity%40jamsadr.com?subject=
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Sign Up for Future Updates 
Future editions will highlight DE&I initiatives and share our progress and news on that front. We want to ensure that we are providing 
information that is relevant and meaningful to you. Subscribe to our quarterly newsletter to stay up to date. For more information, please 
contact Joanne Saint Louis, JAMS Director, Diversity Outreach, at JSaintLouis@jamsadr.com.

Listen and Learn: Powerful Stories and Thought Leadership 
We invite you to learn more from and about our panel of diverse neutrals through the following articles, blogs, interviews and videos.  

“MY STORY” VIDEOS NEUTRAL BIO VIDEOS

Mercedes  
Armas Bach, 

Retired Judge, 
11th Judicial 

Circuit, Florida

Hon. Bernetta D. 
Bush (Ret.)

Hon. James L. 
Warren (Ret.)

Shirish Gupta

Hon. Gill S. Freeman (Ret.) 
to Be Honored at ADL Miami 
Jurisprudence Awards

“Forging a New Path: 
From the Federal Bench 

to ADR” featuring 
Vanessa Gilmore  

(The Texas Lawbook) 

Judge Freeman honored for 
decades-long commitment to 
advocating for civil rights

© 2023 The Texas Lawbook

Forging a New Path:

From the Federal Bench to ADR

Vanessa Gilmore was the youngest federal 

judge in the nation when she was sworn into 

office in 1994. Serving for 28 years on the 

U.S. District Court for the Southern District 

of Texas, she has extensive experience in 

handling matters involving patents and 

copyrights, labor and employment, and 

securities. Earlier this year, Judge Gilmore 

retired from the bench and joined the JAMS 

Houston Resolution Center as a mediator, 

arbitrator and special master.

She sat down with The Texas Lawbook to 

discuss her career, the developments she 

anticipates in alternative dispute resolution 

and the legacy projects she is working on to 

pave the way for Houston’s future leaders.

The Texas Lawbook: What was it like to 

be the youngest federal judge in the nation 

when you were sworn in?

Hon. Vanessa Gilmore: I was nominated 

to the federal bench when I was 36, and it 

took me about 13 months to get through the 

confirmation process. I was sworn in on 

June 10, 1994. I had a lot of support through 

that process because I was already very 

active in Texas legal and civic circles.

I had been the chair of the Texas Department 

of Commerce, and at the time the state 

treasurer was Kay Bailey Hutchison, who 

ended up becoming U.S. senator. So, because 

I had a long history with Hutchison and 

having been of service to the state of Texas, 

they knew that I had a commitment to public 

service. These days it’s more difficult to have 

that kind of support.

The Lawbook: What led you to join JAMS 

after retiring from the bench?

Gilmore: I wanted to do something that was 

still going to be stimulating, that was going 

to give me an opportunity to use my skill set 

and someplace where I felt like I would be 

added value.
I think that JAMS is the kind of place that 

gives me an opportunity to use my skills and 

my experience to assist litigants and parties 

with respect to the resolution of their claims. 

So, it was a good fit for me.

The Lawbook: Now that you’re a mediator 

and arbitrator, in what ways is this work 

similar to serving on a federal bench and in 

what ways is it different?

Gilmore: I’m really in a position where I 

can address and deal with several different 

types of legal challenges and cases because 

of the broad range of matters that I’ve 

handled over the past 28 years as a judge. My 

docket ran the gamut from personal injury 

to employment litigation and securities 

litigation. I have extensive experience in 

intellectual property matters including 

trademarks, copyrights and patents because 

we have a very heavy intellectual property 

docket in Houston.

In my new role as a mediator, the big 

difference is I can only make suggestions 

and not orders. So, it’s extremely different. 

I can make a suggestion, but people do not 

have to do what you suggest they do. So that’s 

very different. I remember when my very 

first mediation didn’t get resolved, and I said 

to my case manager, how disappointed I was. 

She said, “You’re not a judge anymore!”

And so that’s very different. But on the other 

hand, what’s similar is that people rely on 

your judgment, and they are willing to trust 

in your experience and your background to 

help them work toward resolution of their 

matters. So, people do rely on your judgment 

but at the end of the day, people do not have 

to take your suggestion.

The Lawbook: As a JAMS neutral, you have 

business development responsibilities. How 

is that different from being a judge?

Gilmore: It’s not extraordinarily different. 

I’ve always been actively involved in the 

community, so when I speak now, I have to 

tell people I’m retired and have a new role. 

And so it frames a lot of my discussion with 

people because when you retire during 

Covid, no one knows you retired. So, the 

Free Speech, Due Process and Trial by Jury

January 17, 2023 | BY BROOKS IGO

Learn more our diverse neutrals through these video 
snapshots, which provide an overview of their extraordinary 

careers and the experiences that shaped them. 

In these videos, you’ll get a closer look at a few of our 
neutrals. Learn about their backgrounds, their approaches  

to ADR and their best practices for resolving matters.

Using ADR in Family Law Cases  
Involving Digital Assets

Hon. Lorna A. Alksne (Ret.) Daniel B. Garrie, Esq. Hon. Jackson Lucky (Ret.).

https://jamsadr.us4.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=4d2fee4fb1b4191364496166c&id=122f52d26d
mailto:JSaintLouis%40jamsadr.com?subject=
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2021/my-story-featuring-mercedes-armas-bach-retired-judge-11th-judicial-circuit
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2021/my-story-featuring-mercedes-armas-bach-retired-judge-11th-judicial-circuit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbr7fQm6LhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbr7fQm6LhU
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2022/my-story-featuring-hon-james-l-warren-ret
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2022/my-story-featuring-hon-james-l-warren-ret
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suTar4NSe3E
https://www.jamsadr.com/news/2022/hon-gill-s-freeman-ret-to-be-honored-at-adl-miami-jurisprudence-awards
https://www.jamsadr.com/news/2022/hon-gill-s-freeman-ret-to-be-honored-at-adl-miami-jurisprudence-awards
https://www.jamsadr.com/news/2022/hon-gill-s-freeman-ret-to-be-honored-at-adl-miami-jurisprudence-awards
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2023/gilmore-texas-lawbook-from-federal-bench-to-adr
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2023/gilmore-texas-lawbook-from-federal-bench-to-adr
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2023/gilmore-texas-lawbook-from-federal-bench-to-adr
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2022/using-adr-in-family-law-cases-involving-digital-assets
https://www.jamsadr.com/blog/2022/using-adr-in-family-law-cases-involving-digital-assets

